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1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary social and political activism today is highly impersonal and
indirect. We live in an age where electronic data and information can travel across the
world in a matter of milliseconds. However, the vast majority of our media information
today is superficial in nature and aimed to market people, promote ideals, and market
businesses. Much of our activism today takes place on the internet through social media.
This prominent form of “activism” simply consists of hitting the “like” button on your
choice of social media platforms, and moving on with your day. While these links often
spark conversation, they remain impersonal, superficial, and polarizing. These quick
snippets of shared information quickly get lost in the sea of streaming data and soon lose
importance. My research aims to personalize politics, to give them an identity, and
provide a middle ground to foster social consciousness and communication by creating a
platform where users can interact with an idea hands on long enough to internalize and
experience the social message. Art is a vehicle to document and record history, and it is a
tool to explore culture. Through my work I encourage my audience to actively engage
with social and political issues. My intention is to spread social awareness and foster
social consciousness. I do this by bringing media and social power back into the hands of
the individual by giving them control of my artwork and allowing them to express
themselves and communicate with one another.
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2. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
2.1 Historical Influences
I utilize New Media in my work for its intrinsic ties to technology and
transference of data. Video art is deeply connected to social and political activism by
enabling an audio-visual channel of media awareness. As information technologies
continue to evolve and become more affordable, the users of technology develop and
enhance their usage of it. This concept has become quite essential to social awareness.
Those who wield the power of media are able to speak to and influence a wide
demographic of people. This has been seen numerous times throughout history.
In War and Cinema: The Logistics of Perception, Paul Virilio wrote in depth on
how video and audio was used to shape the mindset of citizens throughout war time,
utilizing various techniques of psychological warfare and propaganda. Virilio asserts:
There is no war, then, without representation, no sophisticated weaponry without
psychological mystification. Weapons are tools not just of destruction but also of
perception - that is to say, stimulants that make themselves felt through chemical,
neurological processes in the sense organs and the central nervous system,
affecting human reactions and even the perceptual identification and
differentiation of objects.1
How a culture perceives an event, idea, belief, or object is heavily dictated by how it is
portrayed through mainstream media and projected onto a cultural group. The individual
today tends to fear controversial technologies simply because of how they are portrayed
by these media outlets. For example, semantics has a huge impact on how people view
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concepts. Unmanned aerial vehicles are called “drones” and firearms are called “guns”.
Both serve as a slang and work to re-contextualize popular opinions of technology.
Prior to media becoming readily available to the mass market, it was quite easy to
manipulate national opinions. With the invention of films in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, cinema soon became an ideal method of transferring data to large audiences.
World War II in particular saw a surge in film making as a tool for propaganda. Hitler
was well known for his use of cinema as a tool to recruit and unite the masses, and was
said to possess a certain “power of hypnotic suggestion” that he exerted through his use
of media and design.2 In the words of Jay Doblin, “[Hitler was] the trademark designer of
the century”.3 With the right mixture of media and propaganda, one can convince a nation
to pick up its arms and fight, or to stand down and be complacent.
Cinema was not the only technological method employed throughout war time to
induce a desired reaction in recipients. The United States developed a unit, called the
Ghost Army, during World War II that specialized in deceptive maneuvers. Of this unit
two divisions, Sonic and Radio, were known for their use of audio for the purposes of
psychological warfare.4 The former division used foley and SFX in order to portray false
army operations to the enemy. By playing back mixed recordings on large speakers, they
could create the illusion of a much larger army, or deceive the enemy as to their location.
The second group, the radio division, would act out false army operations on the radio
and broadcast it out to a large area. Knowing the German army was superior at radio
transmissions and breaking codes, the United States army used this information to their
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advantage to perform theatrical misrepresentations. These tactics harnessed the power of
information to create a “metaphysical conflict between the real and the virtual”, as Paul
Virilio might say.5
Since the early invention of films and the popularization of media as a tool of
warfare in the mid-twentieth century, there have been many advances in technology and
media, which have made them readily available to the mass market and through a variety
of platforms. This has broadened the scope of how and by whom media can be controlled
and used as a tool for disseminating data and information. With the invention of video
and digital recording, came a rise in movies and media being recorded and exhibited to
the general public. Television, computers, and mobile devices additionally have expanded
which audiences are capable of viewing these sources of information. In modern day
society, these platforms of communication are so prevalent that they are capable of
unifying and shaping a cultural society.
Kamran Rastegar wrote in his book, Surviving Images: Cinema, War, and
Cultural Memory in the Middle East, about the power of media to shape a nation through
social trauma. How an event is portrayed can determine how a culture internalizes and
identifies with that event, even for years and decades to follow.6 When audiences view a
collection of curated media, it can begin to change their outlook on the culture around
them. Mainstream news outlets carefully select what, where, and how they share media
with their audiences. Each brand has its own flavor, content, and message that it sells to
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its followers. This is not unique to news platforms, but has been used with media
throughout the ages.
What these platforms have in common is that they are impersonal, polarizing, and
marginalize information. They are designed to illicit a specific guttural reaction from an
audience, whether genuine or not. Often this strips away the identity and humanity of an
issue. The benefits of our advancements in technology and media are that any person with
a smartphone can document their experiences and share them with the surrounding world
without seeking permissions from governmental forces or going through main channels
of news outlets. This enables the true power of the media to be within the grasp of every
individual. In the same way, I use my artwork to create an environment of empowerment,
where my audience can interact with controversial issues on a personal level. My New
Media work is designed to be interactive. This allows for gallery viewers to approach and
interact with each piece. Each work creates a dynamic role play between user and piece
that allows for the participant to imagine themselves within the content of a social issue
from various points of view. This enables them to control the media and try out different
perspectives on social and political issues.

2.2 Contemporary Influences
Nowadays, the public fears many technologies because of how they are portrayed
in public media and used to perpetrate cultural violence. This crude representation of
technology often casts a dark image on its potential. However, what many people do not
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consider is that technology still functions the same way it always has: as a tool to help
humans achieve their goals of survival, growth, and defense. Despite attempts by
mainstream media sources to chastise or shun technologies that may appear threatening,
it is the individual that fundamentally chooses how that technology is best employed.
Through my artwork I research society’s conceptions and opinions of
controversial technologies and how they are used within our culture. For example,
Defense Distributed is a nonprofit organization whose intentions are to create an antimonopolist digital publishing network where individuals can create, share, and print their
own lower receivers to firearms, as part of their constitutional right to bear arms.7 There
is much debate on regulations of the distribution of patterns on the internet associated
with the design and creation of these and other various parts for weapons. I designed
Fashion Arsenal as a means to shed light on this complex dialogue.

Figure 1. Fashion Arsenal (left) Fashion Arsenal detail (right).
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The lower receivers for my piece are hand sewn using fabric and electronic textiles,
which relate them back to a domestic setting and familiarity. By replacing the previously
menacing and harsh exteriors with ones that are soft and inviting, the firearms now invite
viewers to pick them up and fire them. Pulling the trigger rewards the shooter with a
burst of light from the LEDs at the end of the barrels in a muzzle flash pattern. The
alternative use of materials creates a type of word play that re-contextualizes the syntax
typically associated with lower receiver patterns. Because of the use of materials, these
objects are now seen as non threatening, despite the fact an individual could program
them to do more than just light up if they wanted to. Ultimately it is always up to the
individual person and their actions, to do something “good” or “evil” with technology.
Adding these patterns online for others to share and use, I hope to broaden the dialogue
on open source patterns and give the general public a new avenue for discussion on this
controversial technological process and the regulations that focus more on the technology
than those who use it.
Another controversial event that has been highly influential on my work is the
3D printed revolver design of Yoshitomo Imura. He was arrested for 3D printing guns
and instructing others on how to print them in Japan, where the ownership and use of
firearms is illegal.8 These revolvers because of their design and function appear to be
firearms, but technically function identically to how a sling shot would work. There is no
actual explosive force to propel the “bullets”, just a spring and a rubber band. The only
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technical function that links this printed object to a “firearm” is that it has a revolver,
meaning it has several chambers that it rotates after triggering. Despite the fact that this
print is not actually a “firearm”, Yoshitomo Imura is being sentenced to prison time as if
it were a firearm.

Figure 2. 3D Printed ZigZag Revolver demonstration video (2013) by Yoshimoto Imura,
video stills.

Both the latter and former cases serve as contemporary examples of how the modern
world is searching for a means to establish a legal structure that will benefit society,
reduce crime, and protect individuals as well as their rights.
In addition to exploring contemporary society’s opinions and interactions with the
regulations on digital fabrication technologies, my research also investigates how we as a
society deal and interact with surveillance technologies as they are regulated by
corporations and governments. Our social and political systems rely heavily on the
collection of metadata and technologically collected communications. My studies on
surveillance aim to determine the public opinion on these various systems, as it affects us
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as a cultural whole. Edward Snowden is known for his work with the National Security
Agency, and his eventual reveal of the extent of national surveillance of everyday
citizens. My research explores not only how the United States surveys communication
and information through technology, but how we as citizens reveal ourselves to those
who record and document information. Most major websites allow users to create free
profiles with contracts that allow administrators to collect and farm metadata. Users
willingly give up certain bits of information for various desires and conveniences. In the
case of the NSA, it is with the understanding that the information will be used for
national security. On the other hand, corporations are using collected information to gain
profits through marketing. Society has exhibited emotional versus rational responses to
these types of surveillance. This can be evidenced in the film, The Conversation, directed
by Francis Ford Coppola. In the film the protagonist hears a conversation he is recording
for a client, and having an emotional response to the content and perceived threat, decides
to intervene in the client’s personal life. In the end the protagonist discovers that without
the proper context, the conversation had a drastically differing implication. His emotional
response clouded his rational judgment of the situation and put him at risk. These
emotional responses that are exhibited in reaction to fear and ignorance, are what
eventually lead to our laws and regulations of technology.
For example, when it comes to individuals flying quadcopters with cameras, there
is a sense of voyeurism and perversion in social media. There is a public opinion that
those who fly modern technologies are doing so to commit crimes. However, looking at
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an older technology, such as a kite, there is a far different public opinion on aerial
photography captured using a simple kite versus that of a “drone”. I explored the extent
of this prejudice by flying a kite in various circumstances, that pushed the boundaries of
what the FAA allows for “drones”, to gather information on the demeanor of those around
me at the time. I found that by presenting my photographs as taken by a “drone” versus
revealing the true source as a kite, I acquired vastly different opinions and attitudes
towards my research and process. This is evidence that social media and popular opinion
can have a huge impact on technology and how it is regulated and utilized by the
community as a whole.

Figure 3. Photographic data collected as part of the project (u)AV.
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In addition to fabrication and surveillance, my work has led me to explore the use
of firearms and how they are viewed and used by the government, military, and general
public. Currently the United States is at war with several countries on foreign soil.
Meanwhile back home, we are experiencing our own battles with gun violence. In the last
several years we have seen dozens of examples of gun related violence, both on small and
massive scales. Every week there is a new headline about an incidence of weaponized
violence. It is clear that something must be done to help protect the safety of our people,
which has caused a massive controversy as to the right way to handle the situation. What
makes the conversation challenging is the broad spectrum of issues that it covers. First
there is the issue of the technology, how and if it should be regulated, and then by whom.
Then there is the idea of accessibility, who should be allowed access of which types of
technology, and who is the proper authority on deciding the rights of ownership. Finally,
there is the dispute of training, both for civilians as well as authority figures. Many of
these issues are looked at superficially and point blank, instead of analyzing the
underlying causes for specific events.
As all of these weaponized technologies begin to have an everlasting and growing
presence in our domestic lives, we as a society are forced to evolve and adapt, whether
through social mores and customs or through laws and regulations. My work creates a
microcosm of society through which participants can engage with these various
controversial technologies in order to gain a fuller understanding of the intersectionality
between technology and humanity.
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3. RELAY: THESIS EXHIBITION
3.1 Project Descriptions
3.1.1 Hands Up, Don’t Shoot!
Hands Up, Don’t Shoot is a video piece, where I examine how viewers perceive
media based on how they physically interact with it. The video for the piece is taken from
police dash camera footage of the shooting of unarmed suspect Ricardo Diaz Zeferino. In
the footage, the suspect can be seen attempting to communicate his surrender to police
officers by raising his hands in the air. When he lowers his arms, the police immediately
open fire on him. This is an instance where the failure of effective verbal communication
led to gestures by Ricardo in an attempt to communicate. This move ultimately resulted
in his death. To playback the video footage, I have set up a Microsoft Kinect and a
software program that scans and uses the viewer’s body as input for playing through the
video. The user begins the video by initializing their body with the Kinect by raising their
arms up in a surrender gesture. This places the video at the beginning of the playback
time line. When the participant lowers their arms out of the initialization stance, they will
play through the frames of video based on their arm position. The end of the video is
reached when the user’s arms are down at their sides. This puts the participant in control
of the outcome of the video, and the ability to fight to change it. By keeping their arms up
in surrender, they can postpone the ending of the video and the fatal shooting of Ricardo
Diaz Zeferino.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of interactivity using software. Video playback from Hands
Up, Don’t Shoot! (left) user interactivity with gestures (right).

3.1.2 Perfect Citizen
Perfect Citizen acts as an oral survey. This piece consists of a hacked telephone
that I have re-programmed to play specified audio clips and to record users as they speak
into the telephone receiver. By picking up the telephone, they are prompted to reply to a
series of questions and share their opinions about the National Security Agency and its
practices. With these various recordings of their interactions and reactions, I can
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construct an artistic representation of the impact these conflicting forces have on our
culture and society today. The following is the script for the audio recording of Perfect
Citizen:
VOICE ON TELEPHONE
Hello caller, we appreciate your compliance and full disclosure. The National Security
Agency works hard to protect the security of the citizens of the United States. Please
provide a description of the price you are willing to pay in order to comply with the needs
of the National Security Agency to combat terrorism.
[PAUSE]
VOICE ON TELEPHONE
For your safety the National Security Agency records all telecommunications. Are you in
support of having your own personal conversations recorded?
[PAUSE]
VOICE ON TELEPHONE
For your safety the National Security Agency records all telecommunications of
international calls that are relayed through United States companies. Are you in support
of other countries being recorded?
[PAUSE]
VOICE ON TELEPHONE
For your safety the National Security Agency is currently working to have live access of
all metadata and password protected data on personal cell phones even at the risk that it
could weaken security for other nefarious parties to access the same information. Are you
in support of these activities?
[PAUSE]
VOICE ON TELEPHONE
Thank you for your compliance in answering these questions. As of present the National
Security Agency has stopped zero acts of terrorism. With your support it will continue to
meet its goals.
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3.1.3 Wallflower
Wallflower, is a security camera set within the gallery, which actively records
individuals as they walk through the space. Externally the piece appears as a type of
readymade and throw back to Marcel Duchamp’s sculptural pieces in the 1960’s.
However, it is not solely the physical presence of the object which constitutes the work,
but the inter dynamics between the object of surveillance and the reactions of the viewer.
The performance that is acted out by the camera and participant as they become aware of
the others presence is recorded and documented as a means to measure and gauge a
participant’s complacency in being recorded under various circumstances.
Wallflower functions as a live, but concealed documentary video, that is only
viewable to an authoritative controller. The security camera is set up to a localized
network where only I, as the artist, have access to the camera and its settings. Throughout
the exhibition the camera was pre-programmed to record on a specific cycle and
timetable. During the closing reception a performer was given directions and access to
the controls of the camera and told to interact with participants in the gallery as they
made their way through the space. These two different methods of recording allowed for
a direct comparison to the presence and cognition of recording verses participant
reaction.
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3.1.4 Creation of Death
Creation of Death is an infrared finger gun that I designed to be 3D printed. It
consists of a revolver chamber, and an oversized trigger that allows the piece to rest along
a wearer’s outstretch pointer finger. The wearer assumes a firing gesture with their hand,
and puts the print onto their finger, which in turn transforms them into the firing
mechanism and the “weapon”.

Figure 5. Instructional diagram of Creation of Death for exhibit purposes.

With their thumb they press down on a button, which allows a LED within the barrel to
light up. By firing at a target with an infrared receiver, the LED signal is able to
illuminate a sheet of plexiglas that has a letter printed on it. This letter is a printed copy of
one of several documents I received by various companies that were unwilling to print
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my research pieces based on their vague resemblance to “firearms”. This project allowed
me to experiment and gauge how corporations and employees, respond to, and regulate
the creation and distribution of items based on their own understandings of technology as
violent or destructive. By highlighting this research, it is my aim to show the general
public how these regulations are implemented and decided based on pure conjecture
while simultaneously ignoring the functionality of the piece or intention of the designer.

3.1.5 Shoot ‘em Up!
Shoot ’em Up! is an interactive video piece. The interactive components for the
piece consist of headphones, buttons, and controllers that users can interact with. To
operate the video, users must place the headphones over their ears and interact with the
controls. On the button console there are two buttons, one switches out targets that can be
fired at, the other switches out firearms. The former changes the person and location in
which you can fire at, the latter changes out the audio effect that you can hear when the
shots are fired. In order to shoot, the user must pick up one of the two pistol-shaped
controllers, aim the barrel at their mouths, and speak words associated with firearms,
such as “bang” into it. This triggers a microphone sensor that registers the volume as a
shot, which then triggers a video effect which visualizes that action. When the shooters
speak out their aggressions towards these targets, they are forced to simultaneously direct
these negative gestures at themselves. By speaking their
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aggressions instead of pressing a button mindlessly, they are made to feel cognizant of
their actions and take ownership of them. This piece is designed not only for those who
actively engage with the controls, but also spectators who can watch from other areas of
the gallery as they witness these interactions.

Figure 6. Security camera documentation still of Shoot ‘em Up!

3.1.6 In Your Hands
In my piece, In Your Hands, I explore social opinions on gun violence. The
participant is encouraged to pick up the larger than life pistol, aim the barrel to their ear,
and press the trigger. When the trigger is pressed audio begins to play through a speaker
inside the barrel. The audio track is from an interview of an individual recounting their
personal experiences with gun violence. It is only by the participant willingly putting
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themselves into a dangerous situation by “shooting” themselves that they are able to
listen intimately to this recounting of a traumatic event. By going through these motions,
the participant is actively engaging in gun violence and is given a chance to connect with
that topic in a new way. Additionally, other gallery viewers are able to stumble upon this
intimate moment, unaware of the audio, and witness this gesture of apparent self-harm in
a way that ties both individuals together in a new way. This allows gallery viewers the
opportunity to engage in experiences that reflect our current social and political culture
and to develop, express, and communicate their own ideas and opinions about the world
with each other in direct and indirect ways.

Figure 7. Photo of gallery participant listening to In Your Hands.
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3.1.7 The One is the Shadow of the Other
The One is the Shadow of the Other is an interactive photography piece. Using the
Microsoft Kinect and software I designed, this piece which performs very similarly to
green screening. After initializing, the Kinect is able to see the silhouette of the user, and
cuts them out of the background image. When no user is present, the software shows a
single image of a highly populated road in front of the United States capital. Once users
begin to congregate in front of the Kinect, their outlines begin to cut out another image
on top of the background.

Figure 8. Monitor screen detail of The One is the Shadow of the Other.

This image illustrates a holographic textured image of a police barricade. The police
barricade becomes larger when there are more people, or when the user’s presence
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becomes larger, as when they are very close to the Kinect camera. The One is the Shadow
of the Other gives gallery goers the opportunity to physically experience the equal and
opposite presences of civilians and authoritative figures on a digital platform that mimics
current social events such as the recent holographic protest in Spain organized by the
group Holograms for Freedom9, or the nation wide “Justice for All” protests that occurred
mid-December 2014 following the string of deaths of minorities at the hands of police in
the United States10.

3.2 Exhibition Overview
The exhibition of Relay was held in the Graduate Gallery 214 of the Visual Arts
Building, at Northern Illinois University, from October October 26th to October 29th.
The closing reception was held on the evening of October 29th. The exhibition included
seven new media works: Hands Up, Don’t Shoot!, Perfect Citizen, Wallflower, Creation
of Death, Shoot ‘em Up!, In Your Hands, and The One is the Shadow of the Other. In
curating the exhibition, I focused primarily on how to best facilitate user experience as
well as achieving optimal audio and video recordings of the space. My research focuses
chiefly on documenting and gauging societal opinions of current events through art and
new media. Therefore it was of the upmost importance that I be able to document the
interactions of gallery participants with the pieces in order to have successful experiments
and to gain useful data for my research.
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In order to facilitate the best user interaction, I prioritized the placement of my
sound art pieces. Because of the gallery’s limited floor plan, I installed audio based pieces
as far apart from each other as possible, so that the user experience with each piece would
not disrupt another’s interactions with a piece in close proximity. To do this I created a
small alcove for Perfect Citizen, so that users could isolate themselves from the rest of
the gallery and feel more comfortable while they were interacting with the oral survey.
This also helped to briefly muffle the surrounding noise of the space. In the opposing
corner I positioned In Your Hands. This created a corner where individuals could listen to
the playback of the audio out of ear shot of those speaking into the telephone receiver.
The final audio piece Shoot ‘em Up! took up the center area of the gallery, but to localize
the sound I gave each player their own set of headphones so that they could hear the
feedback from the piece, so that it would not carry throughout the space. These qualities
helped to muffle sound, but allowed for snippets of each piece to become part of the
general ambience of the space. As a user was listening to one of the pistols from In Your
Hands, they might faintly hear someone chanting, “bang bang bang” into one of the
smaller pistols from Shoot ‘em Up!, creating visual and audio ties from piece to piece.
In addition to the audio, I curated Relay to juxtapose works thematically with one
another. Next to the corner where Perfect Citizen was placed I installed the security
camera for Wallflower. This created a visual correlation to both pieces and their topics,
while also creating a barrier. Individuals had to cross the path of the camera in order to
get to the telephone, which allowed for more privacy for the surveyed individual, which
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heightened the feeling of being watched. Hands Up, Don’t Shoot! and The One is the
Shadow of the Other performed in a similar fashion. Both had their own walls, but when
a user stepped back to interact with the Microsoft Kinect camera, they would walk into
the cross section of the other’s camera. This meant that at times users were acting out the
role of the shot victim and protestors at the same time.
As gallery viewers walked throughout the space they were able to interact with
the pieces individually, as a group, or to observe others as they performed with the pieces.
This created a forum of experimentation where people could role play different scenarios
while communicating and expressing their feelings and opinions with one another
verbally or through body language. Additionally gallery participants were made aware
that they were also interacting with an ambiguous authoritative figure, myself. As a
controller of the space, I placed advisory signs on the entrance and exit of the gallery
notifying viewers that they may be recorded as part of my research. I also advised that
some content may be considered graphic. These key features transformed the gallery
space into a microcosm where I could record participants as they interacted with each
project and one another in a controlled environment.
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4. COLLECTION OF DATA
While participants engaged with my works, I gauged and recorded their
interactions. Throughout the space I utilized hidden audio recorders that documented the
conversations and audible responses of gallery viewers. One of these was part of the
survey project, Perfect Citizen. This was an example of cognizant and willful audio
surveillance. Wallflower, the security camera video documentary, recorded audio and
video of the space throughout the exhibition. Furthermore I hid another audio recorder in
the gallery space next to the guestbook and entrance as a method of forced and
unsanctioned surveillance. At the end of each day when closing the gallery to visitors, I
downloaded and saved each tranche of data and cataloged it into my records for further
analysis. These recordings are a vital component of my work and research. Art functions
as a means to explain and explore various cultures. In my studies as an artist, I am using
the audio and visual representations of participants while they interact with projects
influenced by current events, as a means to portray societal opinions on contemporary
cultural issues. These recordings are presented alongside the catalog of the exhibition, as
a thorough depiction of the research completed for Relay.
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5. CONCLUSION
Art is a vehicle to document and record history, and it is a tool to explore culture.
Through my work I encourage my audience to actively engage with social and political
issues. My intention is to spread social awareness and foster social consciousness. I do
this by bringing media and social power back into the hands of the individual by giving
them control of my artwork and allowing them to express themselves and communicate
with one another. While participants engage with my work, I gauge and record their
interactions as a representation of the impact these conflicting forces have on culture and
society.
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APPENDIX A: CD DOCUMENTATION DISC
Folder: Bandel_Thesis_Documentation
File: Relay_Thesis_Documentation.pdf
File: Relay_Show_Postcard.jpg
File: Relay_Show_Animation.mov
Folder: Exhibition_Documentation
File: Relay_HandsUpDontShoot.jpg
File: Relay_HandsUpDontShoot.mp4
File: Relay_PerfectCitizen.jpg
File: Relay_PerfectCitizen.mp4
File: Relay_PerfectCitizen.mp3
File: Relay_Wallflower.jpg
File: Relay_Wallflower.mp4
File: Relay_CreationOfDeath.jpg
File: Relay_CreationofDeath.mp4
File: Relay_ShootEmUp.jpg
File: Relay_ShootEmUp.mp4
File: Relay_InYourHands.jpg
File: Relay_InYourHands.mp4
File: Relay_InYourHandsRed.mp3
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File: Relay_InYourHandsBlue.mp3
File: Relay_TheOneIsTheShadowOfTheOther.jpg
File: Relay_TheOneIsTheShadowOfTheOther.mp4
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APPENDIX B: RELAY EXHIBITION DOCUMENTATION

Show Card
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Show Animation still

33

Hands Up Don’t Shoot (#1)

34

Hands Up Don’t Shoot Documentation Video still (#1)

35

Perfect Citizen (#2)

36

Perfect Citizen Documentation Video still (#2)

37

Wallflower (#3)

38

Wallflower Documentation Video still (#3)

39

Creation of Death (#4)

40

Creation of Death Documentation Video still (#4)

41

Shoot ‘em Up! (#5)

42

Shoot ‘em Up! Documentation Video still (#5)

43

In Your Hands (#6)

44

In Your Hands Documentation Video still (#6)

45

The One is the Shadow of the Other (#7)

46

The One is the Shadow of the Other Documentation Video still (#7)

